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If you’re planning for retirement, you may be concerned with generating lifetime income for yourself. But 
what if you could also use that income to care for those who matter most to you?

Let’s take a look at a hypothetical situation to see how Nationwide Advisory IncomeSM, a single premium 
immediate annuity (SPIA) from Nationwide Advisory Solutions, could help you in both cases.

An immediate annuity is a contract you purchase from an insurance company designed for long-term 
retirement goals. It offers guaranteed fixed-income payments for a specific period of time or for life. 

Withdrawals are subject to income tax, and withdrawals before age 59 1/2 may be subject to a 10% early 
withdrawal federal tax penalty. 

As you’re reading, please keep in mind that all guarantees and protections are subject to the claims-
paying ability of Nationwide Life Insurance Company.

Meet Charles.
Charles is 70 years old and retired. His retirement 
income comes from both a pension and Social 
Security. He has some extra savings set aside that 
he doesn’t need for himself. He would like to use the 
additional income for his granddaughter, Andrea. But 
he would still like to control the contract given that 
she is currently only five years old.

How Nationwide Advisory Income could help. 

Nationwide Advisory Income may provide Charles a higher amount of guaranteed retirement income for 
himself and his granddaughter than traditional fixed investments. Through Nationwide Advisory Income, 
Charles can access:

•   A joint and survivor benefit that guarantees fixed-income payments for a specific period of time or 
for life

•    Additional features that could help him offset inflation and access a portion of his assets in 
case of a financial emergency



See how Charles can leave a legacy for his granddaughter.

     Let’s look at the details.
Charles purchases a Nationwide Advisory Income contract and elects a Joint and 100% Survivor 
with Cash Refund option. He is listed as the owner and annuitant, while Andrea is the joint annuitant 
and beneficiary. The contract is set to provide an annual payout. As the owner, Charles can desig-
nate the payee who will receive each payment.

     Charles can access the income if he needs it.
For most years, he designates Andrea as the payee, so she receives the annual income. Charles pays 
the taxes each year, regardless of who receives the income payment. In years 15 through 20, Charles 
has some unexpected medical expenses and chooses to receive the income himself. After his bills 
have subsided, he changes the payee back to Andrea.

     He may also offer lifetime income to Andrea.
At the end of year 22, Charles passes away. But since he elected the Joint and 100% Survivor with 
Cash Refund payment option, Andrea will become the primary annuitant at age 27. The income 
payments will continue on an annual basis for the rest of her life. Tax responsibilities, if applicable, 
will now fall to her. Even if she lives to be 105, she will still receive an annual payment that was 
started by her grandfather.
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The chart below shows how Nationwide Advisory Income could help Charles care for Andrea after he’s 
gone. As you’re reading, please keep in mind that this is a hypothetical person and only one portion of 
his overall portfolio.

This hypothetical example is for illustrative purposes only and is not an indication of actual or future results. The minor is entitled to receive payments 
and/or income from an investment held for them beneficially in an Uniform Gifts to Minors Act (UGMA) account. The use of such funds is only available 
to them upon reaching the age of majority in their state of residence. UGMA allows minors to own property such as securities. The IRS allows persons 
to give a certain amount to another person. If this recipient is a minor, the UGMA allows the minor to own the assets without an attorney setting up a 
special trust fund. Under the UGMA, the ownership of the funds works like it does with any other trust except that the donor must appoint a custodian 
(the trustee) to look after the account. All guarantees are subject to the claims-paying ability of the issuing insurance company. This is a nonqualified 
investment and may not be suitable for all clients in all situations. Please consult your own tax advisor for assistance.
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1  As long as the purchase payment does not exceed $1 million. A $50 fee will be deducted from the remaining liquidity value or lump-sum withdrawal for 
each withdrawal taken (the fee is $100 in New York). Future income payments during the remaining liquidity period can also potentially be reduced in 
direct proportion to the percentage of the withdrawal to the liquidity value.

All guarantees and protections are subject to the claims-paying ability of the issuing insurance company.

Nationwide Advisory Income, a single premium immediate fixed annuity, is underwritten by Nationwide Life Insurance Company, Columbus, Ohio.

Nationwide Advisory Income, Nationwide, the Nationwide N and Eagle and Nationwide is on your side are service marks of Nationwide Mutual Insurance 
Company. © 2018 Nationwide
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• Not a deposit • Not FDIC or NCUSIF insured • Not guaranteed by the institution • Not insured by any federal government agency • May lose value

Talk to your advisor about leaving a legacy for your loved ones.

Nationwide Advisory Income has more to offer.

Nationwide Advisory Income has additional features could assist Charles with other challenges he might face 
in retirement:

•   Cost-of-living adjustment (COLA) provides annual income increases that allow Charles — and Andrea — 
to potentially protect against inflation

•   Liquidity feature helps Charles take control of his assets by offering lump-sum withdrawals in the event 
of a financial emergency. This feature is available with any term-certain or cash-refund payment option1

Nationwide Advisory Solutions: new possibilities for the holistic advisor 

As an RIA or fee-based advisor, you’re always on the lookout for ways to 
position your clients for success, and we at Nationwide Advisory Solutions share 
your commitment. Drawing on our legacy as Jefferson National, we seek to help 
you solve  for tomorrow by re-imagining retirement investing. 

Serving  
the RIA &
fee-based  
advisor


